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Elise is fractured inside, stained by a past she refuses to remember. Merrick is scarred both inside

and out, a half-breed with a brutal background, at home nowhere in the universe.Now they are tied

together by an unstable bond which could kill them both.Their journey will take them to the lawless

planet of Rageronâ€”the wildest of all the Kindred worlds. There, in the deep blue jungles of an alien

world, Elise must bare her soul and relive the horror that nearly killed her. Can she and Merrick

make each other whole or will Elise run from her pain? If she does, Merrick cannot help but chase

herâ€¦Elise is being Pursued.This is the 6th book in the Brides of the Kindred series. You will need to

read Claimed, Hunted, Sought, Found, and Revealed, also by Evangeline Anderson in order to

understand it.
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>Book Review - Pursued >I am an independent reviewer. This book is the 6th in the Brides of the

Kindred series and ends in an HEA, with the plot continuing. Merrick is a scarred, unusual hybrid



sharing a strange bond with the human, Elise. The bond is dangerous for them both and must be

dissolved. This story is the emergence of a true romantic bond between Merrick and Elise, despite

trauma in both of their pasts and stopping blocks in their future. The home planet for the beast

kindred is visited for the first time and described in vivid color. The different creatures are both scary

and funny. There are these Billib that look like My Little Pony. This author is very creative with her

descriptions and imagination. >This book has a second plot regarding Lissa and Sabre. They have

a whole backstory involving familial ties and taboo romance. There wasnÃ¢Â€Â™t much of a

romantic connection between them, but there will be. A new threat to the solar system needs some

ancient scrolls in order to defeat them. For the first time, this secondary story is given almost equal

pages with the primary story. There is a huge climax coming with regards to the new threat. This

series always has relationship HEAs, but the interactions with the girls, the excitement of the quests

and the romantic alpha males keep each book interesting and unique. >This book is appropriate for

an adult audience. I am giving this book 5 stars.

This entry in the Kindred Brides sci fi series is the story of a hydrid Kindred warrior named Merrick

and an Earth woman named Elise, who was formerly captured and tortured by the Scourge

All-Father. After being cursed by the Kindred First World high priestess whom he sought out for

forgiveness, Merrick is belatedly en route to the Kindred Mother Ship which is in Earth's orbit when

he discovers a stasis chamber containing Elise floating in space. Merrick rescues her and brings her

to the Mother Ship, beginning an unusual bond between the two. Their romance has many twists

and turns, ups and downs. Both Merrick and Elise are emotionally scarred by their pasts. I really

empathized with and enjoyed the connection between these two and loved how protective Merrick

was of Elise. While Elise was somewhat naÃƒÂ¯ve in one respect for a lawyer, the story was still a

tender, satisfying one. I appreciated the justice meted out to Charles!

After being introduced to Merrick and Elise in Revealed: Brides of the Kindred 5, I anxiously awaited

the next installment, Pursued: Brides of the Kindred 6, which would tell their story and ultimately

their HEA--I was not disappointed! I read the book in one sitting--it's sad... I know. "Moderation" is a

foreign concept for me; I am definitely due for an intervention. =:-)What can I say about the newest

Kindred male? Merrick is the epitome of a strong and silent Uber- Alpha Kindred Male... Let's face

it- the former mercenary had qualities (i.e. decisive, steadfast, considerate, honorable and gentle,

etc.) that readers *swoon* over without becoming a sappy personality. His back-story was

consistent with and clearly defined who, why and how Merrick became the blunt/direct/no nonsense



persona, we, the readers met in Revealed and have come to know in Pursued.BTW, Merrick has

become my favorite character, next to Sylvan, Deep and Baird. In the spirit of full disclosure, I will

wholeheartedly admit among other things associated with Merrick's "uber-alpha maleness"--that the

"technical demonstration in the viewer" solidified his position as Top Kindred (for me =;-).Elise was a

good match for the Hybrid Kindred male. As an attorney she was used to fighting for causes- which

made their pairing seem plausible. Elise was not the typical damsel in distress which was somewhat

refreshing to read; I liked how she was an integral and indispensible partner during their quest to the

jungle of Rageron.Ms. Anderson's world building for this series is absolutely intriguing. I love how

each book takes us to another part of the universe with its own unique histories, ecologies and

cultural nuances.While I understand the role of the ladies and their roundtable sessions in each

book, I would love to see more of our beloved male personalities performing or having performed

their daily tasks, whether it's commanding/piloting, (Baird, Sylvan, Merrick, Xairn, Deep and Lock) or

engineering (Merrick).Thank you Ms. Anderson for sharing these guys with us and keeping the

admission to your `world (s)' affordable! Well done! Looking forward to Exiled!

Okay so this is my sixth Kindred book review and, to be honest, I was so invested in the series that I

kept reading without stopping to review the books so I can't remember specifics as I would have

liked to. Having said that, however, I will tell you all what I can actually recall. Elise is a traumatized

woman, with a dark past, that is rescued by the unique and scarred Merrick after being abducted by

the evil AllFather. Elise's past is horrifying, even to me as a reader (I won't go into details because I

don't want to spoil anything for potential readers,) but it certainly explained her various reactions to

the items that she went through in the book itself. Merrick also had a dark past, but in my opinion it

was less horrifying then Elise; however both pasts made a perfect path to true love for the main

characters.I think that, together, the duo are wonderful and are such a cute couple and I was rooting

for them throughout the tale. The whole book had a vague Beauty and the Beast vibe that I greatly

enjoyed. All in all, it's a fantastic next installment in the Kindred series and I recommend it quite

vehemently.
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